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TESTING COMPILERS



Today’s Topic

The compilers are software written by humans, and 
thus can have errors.

The subtle errors in compilers are especially critical 
as the compiled programs would behave strangely 
without a good reason?

How do we find errors or make sure they are 
absent?



How common are these bugs?

LLVM



How common are these bugs?

GCC



How do the programs fail?

The compiler crashes, or gives an assertion failure

(I bet you’ve seen those in your MP1)



How do the programs fail?

PHP version 5.3.4, the interpreter enters an infinite loop:

<?php
$result = 0// ...
$result = $result + 2.2250738585072011e-308;
printf( "Final result: %.17e \n", $result);

?>

Similar thing happened with Java VM…



How do the programs fail?

The code may be generated just fine, but the 
optimization introduced an error or assumed 
something that it shouldn’t have

int foo (void) {

signed char x = 1;

unsigned char y = 255;

return x > y;

}

Bug found by CSmith (PLDI’11) in the version of GCC that shipped with Ubuntu 8.04. 
It compiles this function to return 1; the correct result is 0. The Ubuntu compiler was 
heavily patched; the base version of GCC did not have this bug

Survey of some potential issues with compiler optimizations: 

• Dangerous Optimizations and the Loss of Causality

• https://pubweb.eng.utah.edu/~cs5785/slides-f10/Dangerous+Optimizations.pdf

https://pubweb.eng.utah.edu/~cs5785/slides-f10/Dangerous+Optimizations.pdf


Compiler Fuzzing

Key idea: Generate many programs and compile 

them. The compiler should still be able to produce 

(ideally correct) code for these programs

Questions:

• How to generate programs?

• How to know they are correct?

• How to identify where the error may be?



CSmith

Generates arbitrary C programs that conform to the C99 

standard. 

• Finding and Understanding Bugs in C Compilers XuejunYang, 
Yang Chen, Eric Eide, John Regehr (PLDI ’11)

• Explores atypical combinations of C language features

• Found many bugs in existing compilers

• Key challenge is targeting program generation to more likely 

reveal potential problems

• Trivia: the program size that helped discover most bugs was 

around 82KB

Fuzzing (for various purposes) is a vibrant research area these days



Checking for Correctness

1. Make sure the compiler is not behaving 

unexpectedly: crashing, diverging, etc. 

2. Compare generated programs:

• Compile with multiple compilers/versions or 

optimization levels and see if the results differ 

(see e.g., CSmith)

• Change a program in some controlled manner 

(V. Le at al. PLDI’14, OOPSLA’15)

http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~su/emi-project/

http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~su/emi-project/


Example from EMI (PLDI’14)



Program Reduction

Aid in fault localization by reducing the size of the 

program that reveals an error. 

• Once we know the error, we can start removing 

program statements for as long as the smaller 

program still reveals the same error

• See e.g., 

• CReduce, PLDI’12

• Perses, ICSE’18



Verification

• Verified compilation: CompCert is a verified, 
optimizing compiler for a large subset of C

• http://compcert.inria.fr/compcert-C.html

• Backed by powerful solvers

• The executable code is formally proved to behave 
exactly as specified by the program semantics

• Formalizing semantics: An Executable Formal 
Semantics of C with Applications; Chucky Ellison 
and Grigore Rosu (POPL’12)

• http://www.kframework.org

http://compcert.inria.fr/compcert-C.html
http://www.kframework.org/


Performance Measuring

Not trivial! There are more concerns than just run and 
collect timings

Memory layouts can have up to 10% execution time variability:

• Todd Mytkowicz, Amer Diwan, Matthias Hauswirth, and Peter 
Sweeney, “Producing Wrong Data Without Doing Anything 
Obviously Wrong!” (ASPLOS’09)

One solution: Stabilizer (ASPLOS’13) for performance 
measurement with randomized memory layouts:

• https://emeryberger.com/research/stabilizer/

Guidelines for measuring time: Kalibera and Jones, “Rigorous 
Benchmarking in Reasonable Time” (ISMM’13)

https://emeryberger.com/research/stabilizer/

